Assessment of trueness of a glucose monitor using interstitial fluid and whole blood as specimen matrix.
Interstitial fluid (ISF) is a specimen of increasing interest for glucose measurements because it can be obtained in a minimally invasive manner. Our previous study showed that sufficient ISF can be obtained using microneedles to measure glucose with a conventional electrochemical glucose monitor. The aim of this study was to assess the trueness of this glucose monitor using split-sample comparison with whole blood. We used ISF as specimen and our gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) method as reference. We obtained 50 ISF samples and 40 whole blood samples from hairless Sprague- Dawley rats and analyzed for glucose by both methods. For whole blood, a non-significant bias of 5.7% (+/-2 SD: -54.9% to 66.3%) was determined. ISF glucose measurements showed a significant constant bias of 29.5% (+/-2 SD: -85.0% to 144%), which seems to be caused in part by the lack of red blood cells in ISF. The correlation coefficients were 0.782 and 0.679 for whole blood and ISF, respectively. The assessed electrochemical glucose monitor shows a close agreement with our GC/MS reference method for whole blood, for which this monitor was optimized. When glucose measurements are performed with ISF as matrix, the observed bias needs to be taken into consideration. Further studies are necessary to elucidate the reasons for the wide dispersion of data for ISF.